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WHY PEOPLE PURSUE 

WATER-RELATED EDUCATION

Experienced a high school or college course
or experience related to the water sector 19%

0%

29%

29%

18%

0%

10%

1%

7%

30%

43%

1%

Attended a presentation about it

Liked math/science/environment

Wanted to help people/environment

Saw opportunity to start/grow in career field

Were encouraged by a mentor
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Men pursue water-related education primarily for career-based
reasons, while women pursue water-related education based on
their interests and desires to help.  



PERCENT OF STUDENTS THAT WERE MALE

OR FEMALE IN TECHNICAL COURSES

 AND DEGREE PROGRAMS

8% 1%38% 18% 36%

29% 46%2% 7% 15%

0-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 75-100%
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92% of women stated that they had 50% or less females in their technical
courses or degree programs, while 75% of men stated that they had 50% or
more males in theirs. 

92% of women & 100% of men feel comfortable as a females/males
in their technical courses or degree programs

100%92%



FEELING COMFORTABLE AS A 

FEMALE STUDENT

“I think I felt comfortable in my program because I
learned how to feel comfortable with the
uncomfortable situations I faced, such as being the
only female in the room or when professors did
show preference to males.”  

faculty made deliberate choices to be socially and situationally aware and
promoted an inclusive culture,
the small number of students in the course/program required the group to
be close-knit and supportive of each other,
the college/university had a good balance of male/female students and/or
professors in courses/programs,
older female students were viewed as a maternal figure for younger
students,
professors believed female students were more hard-working, and
female students in the course/program intentionally supported each other.

When asked why they did or did not feel comfortable as a female student in
their technical courses or degree programs, women said they felt comfortable
because:
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FEELING UNCOMFORTABLE AS A 

FEMALE STUDENT

“The local private university that I attended
was terribly sexist, and gaslighted us (women)
into thinking it was acceptable because they
were preparing us for our careers.” 

they were told by professors and/or male students that women can’t do
math and shouldn’t be engineers,
there were not enough female students, professors and mentors in the
course/program,
female students were treated with less respect and held to higher standards
than male students,
female students had to work harder than male students to receive the same
recognition from professors,
male students did not want to partner up with female students for lab work
or for small group projects, and female students did not feel comfortable
asking to join a student project/lab group comprised of all male students,
they received unwanted attention from male professors,
female students were consistently assigned 1-2 letter grades lower than
male students, even on group projects,
they felt that professors were teaching to male students specifically, and
that female students’ learning was not as important,
professors valued competition (a traditionally male trait) more then
collaboration (a traditionally female trait),
female students were singled-out if physical activity was required in the lab, 

Women stated that they did not feel comfortable because:
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OF INTEREST:

DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN WOMEN'S &

MEN'S RESPONSES

An interesting distinction was observed
in the way women and men responded
to the question of why they did or did
not feel comfortable as a female or a
male student in their technical courses
or degree programs. First, women listed
significantly more reasons for why they
did or did not feel comfortable. And
second, for both why they felt
comfortable and why they did not feel
comfortable, women’s responses
weighed more heavily on the distinct
behaviors of professors and students
around them with regard specifically to
gender and how students were treated
as a female vs. male, whereas men’s
responses had little to do with the
gender-specific behaviors of those
around them and how students were
treated as a female vs. male. 

female students were pegged the ‘mother’ figure of the group in group
projects/labs and also assigned to be the note taker,
female students were told that men create careers in this field, and women
just work,
female students were told women are wasting everyone’s time, taking a
spot from ‘somebody trying to feed his family’, and
female students were interrupted and discouraged more frequently than
male students.

THAN MALE STUDENTS
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FEELING COMFORTABLE AS A MALE

STUDENT

“I would feel comfortable with myself
regardless of the makeup of the
course/program because my self-worth
is not dictated nor defined by others.”

complete discrimination was occurring, and 
they were older than most other students in their course/program. 

Men stated that they did not feel comfortable because:
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FEELING UNCOMFORTABLE AS A MALE

STUDENT

the course/program was conducted professionally,
there was a good mix of ethnicities and socioeconomic status in the
course/program,
all students worked together well as a student group,
they possessed technical and mechanical skills from previous
education/experience, and
professors understood and supported their goals. 

Men stated they felt comfortable because:

“Because I was an adult learner, age
difference was a problem, and
viewpoints shared during class
discussions were very different.”



career recruitment & 

barriers to entry



WHERE TO POST JOB OPENINGS

84.26% 94.74%

P R O F E S S I O N A L

A S S O C I A T I O N ' S  O N L I N E

C A R E E R  B O A R D

89.81% 76.32%

O N L I N E  J O B  S E A R C H

P L A T F O R M S

75.93% 63.16%

C O L L E G E S  &  U N I V E R S I T I E S

Women and men agree on the top
three places that job openings
should be posted in order to best
attract female and male candidates. 

They differ beyond the top three,
with 39.81% of women identifying
Facebook, and 30.56% identifying
professional association's print
publications. Less than 30% of
women identified staffing agencies,
workforce development agencies,
Twitter and Instagram as places to
post openings to attract women.

Fifty percent of men identified
professional association's print
publications, and 34.21% identified
workforce development agencies.
Less than 30% identified staffing
agencies, Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram as places top post
openings to attract men.

Unfortunately, LinkedIn and private
companies' websites were
accidentally omitted from the final
survey tool, so we do not have any
data on the preferences for those
platforms. 
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Women identified using gender-
inclusive language (18.45%) that will
make women feel that they are
encouraged to apply, will be treated
equally, encouraged, and supported
while in your employment as the
number one action employers can
take to make job postings more
attractive to female candidates.
Women also identified indicating that
your company provides flexible,
family friendly benefits, schedules,
and culture (17.48%), and
demonstrating that your company is
a place for
women to work, thrive and advance
by already employing females in
various positions including leadership,
demonstrating a career path for
women, and indicating availability of
female role models and 

mentors within the company
(14.56%).

Other factors identified included, in
descending order: using language
that speaks to your diversity policies
and trainings, including equal
opportunity, equal pay, bias,
discrimination, harassment, etc.;
incorporating females into
advertising and  promotional
materials by using pictures, videos,
etc. of real female water
professionals doing their jobs;
explaining pay ranges honestly;
emphasizing how the position
positively impacts people's lives and
the world; using a female
recruiter/contact person; and,
having female employees refer other
women to your job postings. 

G E N D E R -

I N C L U S I V E

L A N G U A G E

F A M I L Y

F R I E N D L Y

JOB POSTINGS THAT APPEAL TO WOMEN

P L A C E  F O R

W O M E N  T O

W O R K
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Men identified demonstrating a
career path including potential future
career opportunities and
advancement (22.86%) as the number
one thing employers can do to make
job postings more appealing to men.
Men also identified explaining pay
ranges honestly (20.00%) and
emphasizing how the position
positively impacts people's lives and
the world (11.43%). 

Other factors identified, in
descending order: using gender
inclusive language; accurately
reflecting the organization's culture
and priorities; and, honestly
explaining the degree to which
freedom to get office and field work
done is offered. 

JOB POSTINGS THAT APPEAL TO MEN
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OF INTEREST:

DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN WOMEN'S

& MEN'S RESPONSES

Both men and women indicated that
honestly explaining pay ranges,
demonstrating a career path, using
gender-inclusive language, and
emphasizing how the position
positively impacts people’s lives and
the world are important information
to relay in job postings in order for
the posting to appeal to their
respective gender. 
 
However, based on comments
provided, it was obvious that the sub-
context of three of these four
categories mentioned were different
between men and women. For
example, women wanted wages
explained because they seemed to
feel that if wages are explained,
equal pay between female and male 
candidates will be provided. Whereas
men wanted wages explained simply
to understand how much they would
actually be paid. Women wanted a
career path to be demonstrated
specifically to indicate that a
company is a place for women to
work, thrive and advance, and be
supported, whereas men wanted a
career path demonstrated in general,
signifying opportunity for 

advancement in general. Women
wanted gender-inclusive language
used to indicate that women are
welcomed, qualify to apply for these
jobs and will be accepted in the
workplace, whereas men wanted
gender-neutral language, specifically
to ensure that the diversity language
was not worded in a way that made 
 people who are not diverse-enough,
i.e. white males, feel unwelcome due
to their lack of diversity. In general,
women were much more specific in
their comments, focusing on how
they want to be treated, and
indicating a general feeling that they
want companies to show them that
women are invited, wanted and will
be accepted, supported, valued,
appreciated and treated equally. In
general, men’s responses were far
less focused on how they will be
treated and much more focused on
money, benefits and career
advancement for themselves. 
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Access to scholarship funding 

General access to water career educational programs 

Access to water career educational programs that cater to wo/men with familial duties 

Access to water career educational programs that cater to working wo/men 

Lack of knowledge of water career options 

Lack of industry appeal to wo/men in general 

Feeling intimidated by education/license/certification requirements of the job 

Feeling intimidated by physical requirements of the job 

Fear of working in a male-dominated industry 

Water industry promotional materials and job postings do not attempt to attract wo/men 

WOMEN'S & MEN'S BARRIERS TO ENTRY

most important barriers for industry

employers to address to 

support women & men:

Lack of knowledge of 
water career options67%

47%

41%

Fear of working in male-
dominated industry

Feeling intimidated by
physical requirements of
the job

41%
Lack of industry appeal to
women in general

Lack of knowledge of 
water career options71%

57%

Feeling intimidated by
education, license, &
certification requirements
of the job

46%
General access to water
career educational
programs
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This report is part of the 2020 Recruiting, Integrating, Supporting &
Retaining Professionals in the U.S. Water Industry series. For more

information, please email her2ointernational@gmail.com

This report is published by The Women in
Water Project™ by Her2O™. All content is

for informational purposes only and is not
to be construed as a guaranteed

outcome. The Women in Water Project by
Her2O cannot accept liability resulting

from the use or misuse of any such
information.

© The Women in Water Project™ by
Her2O™.

All rights reserved.

Published in the United 
States of America.

Contact: Brianna Huber,
her2ointernational@gmail.com

All professionals working in the U.S. water and sanitation sector were invited via
social media and/or email to participate in this survey, which was fielded

September-November, 2020. There were 158 survey participants. 
 

For full survey methodology and demographic information,  
please see the Full Research Report. 


